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Abstract
We consider the use of the Fortet-Mourier metric between two probability measures to bound the
error term made by an approximated solution of a stochastic program. After a short analysis of
usual stability arguments, we propose a simple example of stochastic program which enlightens the
importance of the information structure. As a conclusion, we underline the need to take into account
both the probability measure and the information structure in the discretization of a stochastic
program.
Key words: stochastic optimization, stability, Fortet-Mourier metric, measurability constraints, information
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1 Introduction
A stochastic optimization problem typically involves a probability space and random variables on this space.
The randomness of such problems appears therefore at two different places :
• through the calculation of the objective function of the problem (which involves the random variables and
is often the result of an expectation),
• through the probabilistic constraints on the command variables, like measurability constraints (non-
anticipativity in a multi-stage model).
From a practical point of view, a relevant question is: how to deal with such a random part ? The law of
the random variables is often unknown, and consequently must be approached, for example by a Monte-Carlo
simulation method. One usually solves a discretized version of the problem, where an approached law is used
instead of the real one, and where a discrete description of the measurable space replaces the theoretical one.
As a consequence, we may ask now two questions : on the one hand, how to compute the approached
objective function (equivalently the approached expectation) ? on the other hand, how to write the measurability
constraints on the control variables according to the discrete description of the measurable space ? The answers
must take into account the convergence properties of the discretization, because we want of course to find a
feasible solution of the initial problem by solving approximated versions of it. These two questions yield a third
one : Is it correct to discretize by the same way the calculation of the objective function and the
expression of the measurability constraints in the problem ?
The problem of finding a convergent method to compute the objective function is thoroughly treated in the
Stochastic Programming (SP) literature. To fix the ideas, one makes a Monte-Carlo simulation, because the
usual input data of SP problems are fans of scenarios. We then can have good stability results using such a
way ; see for example Shapiro and Homem-de-Mello [17] who used large deviations to refine usual Mote Carlo
convergence results. An other way could be to quantize the space into a finite partition, and to fix a weight to
each part of the quantization.
However, those types of methods often hide the difficulties related to measurability, and a common practice
is to forget the measurability questions by optimizing on deterministic control variables instead of policies, ie
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random variables. We will use the expression open-loop problems for stochastic programs with deterministic con-
trol variables, and the expression closed-loop problems for stochastic programs whith measurability constraints
on the control variables.
The usual stability results are often expressed and proved for open-loop problems (see for example [11]), and
then applied to closed-loop problems, as if the measurability questions would not affect the properties of the
unconstrained problem.
The main purpose of the present article is to show that the usual stability results based on metrics between
probability measures don’t easily apply on closed-loop problems, for the following reason : the most important
part in a stochastic optimization problem is the information constraint, which is independent of all possible
analytic metrics between probability measures. The goal here is to show that the two candidates to discretization,
namely the objective function and the measurability constraints, must be taken into account separately. Without
a cautious point of view concerning the measurability questions, it would be very easy to write false statements.
First of all, we will present in section 2 the framework of a stability result proved by Pflug in [11], and
based on a metric between probability measures called Fortet-Mourier metric.We then show how the distinction
becomes fundamental between the open-loop and the closed-loop cases. Section 3 is technical and concentrated
on a convergence property of the empirical law according to the Fortet-Mourier metric. Section 4 develops
a very simple example for which we make various calculations enlightening the importance of a separation in
the discretization process between information and computation of the objective function. As a conclusion, we
roughly draw the highlights of a method based on the work of Barty ([2]) to treat such problems.
2 Where is the problem ?
2.1 Framework and notations
The general framework we will use here is the following one: we want to solve a stochastic program by solving
approached analogous problems. Consequently, we focus on the approximation error term.
Let (Ω,F ,P) be a probability space, and (PN )N∈N be a sequence of probability measures on this space. We
suppose Ω to be a compact metric space, and denote by c(., .) the associated metric. For all N ∈ N, let ΩN be
the support of PN , and FN be the σ-field generated by F ∩ ΩN .
Let U ⊂ Rp be the control vector space, and j : U × Ω → R be the objective function. We suppose that j
is a normal integrand (see [13], 14.D). Consequently, for all measurable function u : Ω → U , j(u(.), .) : Ω → R
is measurable. Let us now define the functional space Γ = {u : Ω→ U measurable : j(u(.), .) ∈ L1(Ω,F ,P)},
and the feasible control set Uad ⊂ Γ. For notational convenience, let us define J : U → R to be J(u) :=
E(j(u(.), .)), ∀u ∈ Uad.
Analogously for all N ∈ N, let:
ΓN = {u : ΩN → U measurable : j(u(.), .) ∈ L1(ΩN ,FN ,PN )} ,
and UadN ⊂ ΓN the associated feasible control set. Let us define JN (uN ) := EN (j(uN (ω), ω)), ∀uN ∈ UadN .
We are now ready to introduce the two problems:
min
u∈Uad
E (j(u(ω), ω)) ; (1)
∀N ∈ N, min
uN∈UadN
EN (j(uN (ω), ω)) , (2)
which figure out respectively the real problem and the approached ones. We do now the following assumptions
for all N ∈ N:
• ∀u ∈ Uad, u|ΩN ∈ UadN ,
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• there exists a onto and measurable operator 3 φN : Ω −→ ΩN such that ∀uN ∈ UadN , uN ◦ φN ∈ Uad and
(uN ◦ φN )|ΩN = uN .
It is therefore possible to compute J(uN ) = E(j(uN◦φN (ω), ω)) for all uN ∈ UadN and JN (u) = EN (j(u|ΩN (ω), ω))
for all u ∈ Uad.
These assumptions allow us to build a feasible solution for the problem (1) with the approached ones, and
to build a feasible solution for (2) with a feasible solution of the problem (1).
We now refer to the article of Pflug ([11]) who also aims at solving the problem (1) through the approached
problems (2). As we wrote, the approximated problems are based on the approximation of the probability law
(PN is an approximation of P). The description of the feasible sets UadN is then a consequence of the choice of
PN which fixes the set ΩN . An other way to express it is to notice that there is a unique discretization for the
problem, exclusively based on the approximation of the probability.
2.2 A stability result ?
The closed-loop and open-loop problems enter both in the preceding framework: the open-loop problems corre-
spond to Uad be a set of constant functions. In order to minimize the approximation error term, let us denote
by e(u, uN ) = |E(j(u(ω), ω)) − E(j(uN ◦ φN (ω), ω))| for all u ∈ Uad, uN ∈ UadN the error term. This term4
compares the calculations of the real objective function on a real feasible control variable, and on an approached
control variable made feasible by the use of φ.
Let u# be the solutions of problem (1), and u#N be the solution for all N ∈ N of problems (2). The existence of
these solutions has not to be proved here, but could be proved under weak technical assumptions on the objective
function and the feasible control sets. The goal is now to give a result on the scalar sequence (e(u#, u#N ))N∈N:
Proposition 1 (Pflug) Let G =
{
g : Ω→ R : ∃u ∈ Uad, g(ω) = j(u(ω), ω) ∀ω ∈ Ω
}
. Then:
∀N ∈ N, e(u#, u#N ) ≤ 2 sup
g∈G
|E(g)− EN (g)| .
Proof : The idea is to bound e(u#, u#N ). Let us denote M = {u ∈ U
ad : E(j(u(ω), ω)) ≤ E(j(u#(ω), ω)) + 2ε}, with
ε = supg∈G |E(g)− EN (g)|. If u
#
N ◦ φN /∈M, then:
2ε+ E(j(u#(ω), ω)) < E(j(u#N ◦ φN (ω), ω))
≤ ε+ EN (j(u#N (ω), ω)) by definition of ε
≤ ε+ EN (j(u#(ω), ω)) by minimality
≤ 2ε+ E(j(u#(ω), ω)) by definition of ε,
which is a contradiction, and gives us the result. 2
We note then for convenience ∆max = supg∈G |E(g)− EN (g)| = supu∈Uad |J(u)− JN (u)|.
The bound on the error term can be seen as a metric between the probability measures involved, having a
ζ-form (see [15]). Let us recall the definition of the Fortet-Mourier metric between two probability measures P
and PN on Ω:









3 We could replace this hypothesis by the following one :
∃ψN : UadN −→ U
ad, such that ∀u ∈ Uad, u|ΩN ∈ U
ad
N , ∀uN ∈ U
ad
N , (ψN ◦ uN )|ΩN = uN .
And we could derive the same properties with this hypothesis. The advantage of this hypothesis is that it is very general and allows
more ways to build a real feasible solution on the basis of the approximate solution, but for the sake of simplicity, we have chosen
here to consider the operator φ, and this choice doesn’t change at all the questions stated by the present work.
4From an industrial point of view, it is the comparison between the real optimal cost (which is unknown) and the real cost dued
to the use of an approached control. This error term is therefore the quantity we want to be as small as possible!
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Let us introduce the following assumption:
|j(u(ω), ω)− j(u(ω′), ω′)| ≤ c(ω, ω′) ∀ω, ω′ ∈ Ω, ∀u ∈ Uad . (3)
With assumption (3), we can bound from above the error term by:
∀N ∈ N, e(u#, u#N ) ≤ 2 sup
u∈Uad
|E(j(u(ω), ω)− EN (j(u(ω), ω))| ≤ 2d(P,PN ) . (4)
Practically, this result seems to be very useful: it could be a way to build good approximations of the initial
problem, by measuring the Fortet-Mourier metric between the initial law and the approximated one which could
be found to minimize the metric5. The next part offers for example a demonstration of the convergence of the
empirical law according to the Fortet-Mourier metric.
But we have now to be very cautious, especially concerning the closed-loop case. Indeed, the regularity
assumption (3) takes very various importance depending on the class of problems we consider. When the
control variables are taken to be constant (open-loop case), the statement (3) can easily be verified through
analytical calculations, and is not so strong for the objective function which only must be Lipschitz continuous,
on a compact domain (recall that Ω is supposed to be compact). On the contrary, when the control variables are
taken to be functions (closed-loop case), the situation becomes awful6: the assumption is not only a requirement
on the objective function, but also on the composition of the objective function with all possible control variables!
One could say that such a problem is a consequence of our use of Pflug’s stability result. That’s true, but
it illuminates a more important thing, namely the fact that by using the Fortet-Mourier metric, we lost all the
properties of the problem related with the information, ie the constraints on the control variables.
Let us now specify the problems fo further applications. Let Ω be a compact subset of Rn, and for all N ∈ N,
ΩN be a finite subset of Ω of cardinality N (typically a fan of scenarios of size N), and PN the associated
empirical probability measure (with the same weight 1/N for all the elements of ΩN ).
Before we see the discretization problems on a simple example, let us prove a small convergence result for
the empirical law of a random variable.
3 Convergence for the Fortet-Mourier metric
Assume that P is a probability on (Ω,F), which is a compact metric space, and let (ωi)N∈N be a sample. Let
us define PN := 1N
∑N
i=1 δωi be the associated empirical law of P. We have :
Theorem 1 If the support of P is closed, then:
lim
N→∞
d(P,PN ) = 0 .
Proof : By the Glivenko-Cantelli theorem (see [6], theorem 4.4.24), we already know that the emprirical laws weakly






fdP when N → ∞. We
now consider L = {f : Ω→ R : |f(ω)− f(ω′)| ≤ c(ω, ω′) ∀ω, ω′ ∈ Ω} the set of all 1-Lipschitz continuous functions on
Ω. It is relatively compact in the set of continuous functions on Ω, because it is a set of equicontinuous compact valued
functions (Ascoli theorem). By invoking theorem 5.13.12 of [16], we can say that PN uniformly converges to P on L. We
have therefore the convergence of PN to P with respect to the Fortet-Mourier metric. 2
5The methods investigated by Prof. Römisch in this direction to build scenario trees (see [8, 7]) are based on more sophisticated
stability results (see [12]), but the purpose here is not to use the most beautiful results but to point out where lies the difficulty!
6Assume for example that Ω = R, and that U = R. Suppose also that the objective function is given by j(u, ω) := u2 + ω. j
satisfies of course the assumption (3) when u is constant, but not at all when u is itself a function on Ω, for example when u(ω) := ω.



















Figure 1: Partition of [−1, 1]2
4 Example
As an application of our preceding warnings on the use of the Fortet-Mourier distance for stochastic stability
results, we now consider the following example :
min
u
E(εu2 + βy2) , (5)
where we set:
ε, β > 0,
x ∼ U[−1,1], the initial state of the system,
w ∼ U[−1,1], the noise which is independent of x,
y = x+ u+ w, the final state of the system,
u = φ(x), a real closed-loop control on the system.
To link it with our preceding notations, we have now Ω = [−1, 1]2, equipped with the product of independent
uniform laws on [−1, 1], and with the Borel σ-field.
The simplicity of the problems allows us to solve it explicitly. By using the dynamic programming approach,
we introduce the Bellman functions B1(y) := βy2 and B0(x) := minu∈R Ew(εu2 +B1(x+u+w)). By computing
the derivative with respect to u, we find obviously the optimal closed-loop command and the associated cost
function:
u#(x) := − βx
ε+ β









We now consider a N -sample of (x,w), denoted by (xi, wi)1≤i≤N . Let PN := 1N
∑N
i=1 δ(xi,wi) the correspond-
ing empirical law. We are ready to solve the discretized problem associated to PN . The closed-loop constraint
on the control allows us to compute one control ui for each trajectory (xi, wi), for all 1 ≤ i ≤ N . The calculation




(xi + wi) ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , N} .
We must then build a feasible solution for the real problem on the base of the (u#i )1≤i≤N . It can be done
through a partition of [−1, 1]2 which associates to each x ∈ [−1, 1] a unique trajectory (xi, wi), in order to
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preserve the causality of the problem, ie the closed-loop constraint. This operation is called a quantization of
the space Ω. We choose the partition V = {V1, . . . , VN} of [−1, 1] in the following way: for all i ∈ {1, . . . , N},
xi ∈ Vi and ∀j 6= i, xj /∈ Vi. We can define with such a partition the operator φ by:
∀(x,w) ∈ [−1, 1]2,∃!i ∈ {1, . . . , N}, x ∈ Vi, and φ(x,w) = (xi, wi) .








for all i ∈ {2, . . . , N − 1}, we can define a partition of the whole space as is drawn on figure 1. We can now
build a feasible solution for the real problem based on the optimal discrete solution. We denote this enlarged
solution by u#N :





1Vi(x)(xi + wi) . (6)
We now investigate the behavior of the error term e introduced before, and its bound as in (4). It is
straightforward to see that:
|E
(






















εu2 + β(x+ u+ w)2
)
| .
We compute separately the two terms on the left hand-side of (7):
EN
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when N →∞ .
And the second term:
E
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What is important here is the asymptotic behavior of the quantities, when N →∞.
The limit of the first term is given by the strong law of large numbers, and equals to 2β
2
3(ε+β) . The strong law
of large numbers helps us again to deal with the last term: we first separate by independence xi and wi, and
easily find the limit: − 2β
2
3(ε+β) .







≤ ∆max . (8)
As we can set ε as small as we want, the above bound of the error term is bounded from below by 23β, and
cannot converge to 0 (β is taken as big as we want).
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On the contrary, as a conclusion of Theorem 1, PN converges to P with respect to the Fortet-Mourier metric
when N →∞.
Therefore, the Fortet-Mourier metric cannot asymptotically bound from above the Pflug’s bound for the error
term. One could nevertheless ask if the Fortet-Mourier metric could help us to govern directly the error term,
without using Pflug’s bound.
The computation of the error term follows:
e(u#, u#N ) = E
(





︸ ︷︷ ︸ − E
(
εu#2 + β(x+ u# + w)2













, when N → ∞. By taking ε as small as we want, it is not
possible to find a constant M ∈ R such that e(u#, u#N ) ≤Md(P, P̃).
To complete the study, we now show that the Lipschitz property of the closed-loop objective functions
fails. It is quite clear when we look at the partition V and at the definition of u#N . Let us take (x,w) and
(x′, w′) ∈ [−1, 1]2. Then define:
∆(x, x′, w, w′) := |j(u#N (x), x, w)− j(u
#
N (x
′), x′, w′)| .
When we compute ∆, a part appears to be controlled by |x − x′| and an other part by |w − w′|. But if we
define i (resp. i′) to be the unique index such that 1Vi(x) > 0 (resp. 1Vi′ (x
′) > 0), we will also encounter terms
controlled by |xi − xi′ | and |wi −wi′ |. It is but clear that, as V is independent of (wn)1≤n≤N , |wi −wi′ | cannot
be controlled neither by |x − x′| nor by |w − w′|. It shows that the objective functions are no more Lipschitz
continuous in the closed-loop case, ie we cannot bound from above the error term by the Fortet-Mourier metric.
However, the conclusion of this example is not that the difficulty lies in a lack of regularity of the objective
function. The conclusion is that we slaughtered the information structure by treating the closed-loop constraint
directly on the sampling operation of the probability P. The main problem is that we cannot control an
information gap by a metric betweeen probability measures, as sophisticated as the metric could be. Anyone
who wants to approach a stochastic problem must begin to think about the way he will treat the measurability
constraints.
5 Conclusion: a new way to proceed
The question of approximating a probability law in a stochastic optimization problem is merely treated in
the literature, but we focused here on the difficulties that can happen when one doesn’t take care about the
information structure of the problem.
The information (namely the measurability constraints) appears to be a very important part in the dis-
cretization of a stochastic program, which cannot be solved by the use of metrics between probability measures.
Specific tools must be developped to take it into account, and a part of them are introduced by Barty in his
PhD thesis ([2]), concerning for example topologies on σ-fields (see [3, 4, 5, 10, 9, 14, 1]).
As a conclusion, we now show a way to treat the two parts where the random side of stochastic programs
appears, namely in the calculation of the objective function, and in possible measurability constraints. Let us
define with the prior notations:
V (P, Uad) := min
u∈Uad
E(j(u(.), .)) .
The discrete version of measurability is the piecewise constance on the parts of a partition of the space. Conse-
quently, a natural way is to discretize on the one hand the information structure by quantizing the space and
searching control variables as piecewise constant functions on the corresponding partition, and to compute on
the other hand the objective function by sampling (Monte Carlo methods!). We refer to Barty’s PhD thesis
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([2]) or to the report [18] for a more theoretical presentation of these aspects.
The main message of this small article is that stability results for closed-loop optimization problems (for ex-
ample multi-stage stochastic programs) cannot solely be founded on metrics like Fortet-Mourier metric involving
only the probability laws but not the essential part of the problem: information.
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